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Letter from the Director

Dear colleagues,

In December 2014, President Barack Obama created the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing to address issues of public trust and safety. The task force comprised a diverse group of professionals including police executives, civil rights leaders, researchers, community advocates, and police union leaders. This group recognized that which we as a society too often take for granted: The safety and well-being of our police officers are as important to community policing and public safety as are building community trust and confidence.

The task force identified six pillars, areas of focus, for the group to address and use to build a set of recommendations for the field. Pillar #6 was designated “Officer Wellness and Safety.”

We know police work is tough, stressful, and dangerous. Officers are put in dangerous situations every day, whether arresting an armed suspect, responding to a domestic violence call, chasing a wanted felon, or running into a burning building to evacuate residents. Few can argue with the dangers these activities pose. However, when we think of officer wellness and safety, we must go beyond the immediate dangers in the field and recognize the stress and psychological strain these activities can cause.

We must also recognize that more officers are killed or removed from service because of vehicle accidents, chronic diseases such as high blood pressure, and other problems that often stem from high stress environments, poor nutrition, and lack of exercise. Police officers assigned to shift work and overtime have an even harder time maintaining healthy nutrition and regular exercise.

As a nation, we must make police officer wellness and safety a top priority. The question is how best to promote physical and mental health. What programs or policies work? Which are cost effective? And can they be replicated in every department?

The Major Cities Chiefs Association and the Department of Justice’s Officer Safety and Wellness (OSW) Group have dedicated themselves to finding answers to these and other questions. And in this publication, they present four recent case studies that serve as models for safety, health, and wellness programs. Each offers practical strategies that have shown positive results.

The OSW Group conducted site visits, assessed advantages and challenges, and questioned participants in programs aimed at reducing the incidence of diabetes, improving driver safety, providing rehabilitation services, and promoting physical fitness. The group’s findings prove that we can make a great deal of progress in improving the health and well-being of our officers—and demonstrate how to accomplish such goals.

The MCCA and the OSW Group have done a great service to law enforcement in providing these detailed case studies. Even if you cannot adapt them in whole to your department, you are sure to find inspiration and ideas.
I highly recommend providing the information you find here to others in your department’s management staff. And whether you start or expand your own program, I encourage you to share your success through the COPS Office’s online newsletter, *Community Policing Dispatch*, so that other police departments can benefit as well.

Police work is tough—and we owe it to our officers and their families to do all we can to support their health and safety.

Sincerely,

Ronald L. Davis
Director
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
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Introduction

Over the past several years, the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services and the Bureau of Justice Assistance have worked together, in partnership with the Major Cities Chiefs Association, to support the Officer Safety and Wellness (OSW) Group. Participants in the OSW Group include approximately 35 representatives from police associations and unions, Federal Government agencies, universities, and local law enforcement agencies. The group is further supplemented at each meeting with subject matter experts and guest presenters.

The primary mission of the OSW Group is to improve officer safety and wellness in the United States by convening a forum for thoughtful, proactive discussion and debate around relevant programs and current policies within law enforcement. Information and insight developed and shared will help enhance other programs, current policies, and future initiatives related to officer safety and wellness. In the group’s first two meetings (July and September 2011), participants identified 16 priority areas that were intended to guide their future efforts. Two of those priority areas focused on improving physical and psychological health among law enforcement officers. This report serves as one important step in that ongoing process.

Understanding health, safety, and wellness in law enforcement

Policing is generally understood to be a fairly dangerous and stressful profession, and much has been written already with respect to the specific causes of officer stress and the corresponding impact on officer health and organizational wellness. In fact, evidence suggests that policing provides unique sets of stressors that may place officers at particularly high risk for early deaths, heart attacks, and other health-related problems. Some of the common law enforcement stressors are job-related, while others may be associated with the negative consequences of shift work and the corresponding impact on sleep patterns and disorders, which are often twice as high among police officers compared to members of the general public. Further, sleep disorders are clearly related to health, job performance, and safety outcomes among officers. Nationwide data sources also provide some evidence of the impact of stress on officers. For example, according to the Officer Down Memorial Page website, in any given year most officers die in the line of duty from one of three primary causes: firearms, traffic accidents, and heart attacks.

Police officers face a variety of health and safety risks on the job. Researchers confirm that police officers have “an elevated risk for adverse mental and physical health outcomes” relative to the general population. The most obvious and well-known risks are those arising from assaults by suspects and other assailants. However, police officers also face elevated risks from a number of less obvious sources, including vehicle crashes, accidental injuries associated with foot pursuits and other common police activities, exposure to hazardous substances and communicable diseases, stress and fatigue, poor nutrition, and a variety of other physical and mental health risks associated with the nature of police work. Comprehensive efforts to improve health, wellness, and safety among police officers must therefore account for a wide variety of risks.
Given the many occupational risks faced by police officers, occupational health researchers have concluded that “these civil servants are in need of workplace health and wellness programs that are tailored to their unique organizational and occupational needs.”13 Programs intended to promote health, wellness, and safety among police officers assume a variety of forms, focusing most often on issues like cardiovascular fitness, chronic disease prevention, alcohol and drug use and abuse, nutrition, weight management, musculoskeletal conditioning, injury prevention, safe driving, stress management, and resilience to trauma.14

A recent systematic review of the scientific evidence on the health effects of wellness programs in police and fire departments found that most focus on raising fitness levels, improving diet and exercise practices, and reducing body fat.15 Most of the scientific evaluations of these individual programs report high satisfaction levels among program participants. However, participant satisfaction is typically not a good indicator of whether programs are effective in producing desired outcomes such as measurable improvements in health, safety, and wellness. The evidence suggests that these programs tend to be most successful at increasing the frequency of physical exercise and improving nutritional habits. Program effectiveness tends to be more mixed for other outcomes like increasing fitness levels and changing body composition as measured using indicators like the body mass index (BMI). Unfortunately, most health, safety, and wellness programs in police (and fire) departments have not been scientifically evaluated, so it is unknown whether, or to what extent, those programs are effective. Among the programs that have been scientifically evaluated, most rely on research designs that make it difficult to draw firm conclusions about program effects.16 The major study in the area concludes that “better evaluation and documentation of such programs is needed to advance this field of research.”17

Perhaps the best way to characterize the scientific literature on police officer health, wellness, and safety is, at best, uneven. Much of the evaluation research relies on methods that don’t control sufficiently for selection effects, risk factors, and other threats to internal validity. Certain risks to officers have been extensively documented, particularly those associated with assaults, cardiovascular health, metabolic syndrome, substance use and abuse, stress, fatigue, suicide, and exposure to traumatic events (including post-traumatic stress disorder). Others, such as the risks associated with distracted driving and motor vehicle crashes, have generated very little research. Similarly, certain programs meant to enhance health, wellness, and safety have been evaluated extensively but often without strong quasi-experimental or experimental research designs, therefore limiting their utility.18 These include programs meant to increase fitness levels, change eating habits, and improve cardiovascular health. Most other program types have not yet been evaluated. The net result of these limitations is that we know a lot about many of the risk factors that police officers face, but we know very little about whether the various types of programs established to address these risk factors are actually effective.

Despite the current state of knowledge, less is known about the effectiveness of health and wellness programs in policing on a national level. A recent systematic review found few empirical evaluations of health and wellness programs in law enforcement settings (or among fire departments). The few programs that were systematically examined demonstrated some promise in terms of participation, completion rates, and satisfaction, but all had uncertain outcomes, and most lacked rigorous
evaluations. As such, we still have much to learn about whether health, wellness, and safety programs actually reduce accidents, injuries, and deaths; engage participants; are cost-effective; and are replicable across various law enforcement environments.

This report begins the process of addressing these concerns through a series of four case studies of active health, wellness, or safety programs across four law enforcement agencies. These agencies were selected based on their historical and ongoing commitments to health, safety, and wellness efforts.

Four promising health, safety, and wellness programs

In an effort to expand our understanding about promising health, safety, and wellness programs in law enforcement, we conducted systematic site visits to four agencies (see below). These sites were selected based on prior knowledge of their health, safety, and wellness programs and based on the potential for those programs to substantially reduce officer sickness, injuries, and deaths associated with poor health (e.g., heart attacks and poor physical fitness) or traffic-related accidents.

**Boca Raton, Florida:** The Boca Raton Police Department has implemented a comprehensive officer safety and wellness strategy that includes an annual fitness evaluation for officers, on-duty time allowance for fitness maintenance, a requirement that all officers wear their body armor at all times, an employee assistance program to provide support for officers returning from military duty, and a detailed vehicle safety plan. Chief Daniel Alexander places an emphasis on physical and mental well-being for all his officers and is a proponent of officer safety and wellness programs and measuring their success.

**Prince George’s County, Maryland:** The Prince George’s County Police Department experienced three officer deaths as a result of traffic crashes in less than two years. In one of these crashes, the driver was ejected while the passenger survived with minimal injuries because he was wearing his seatbelt. As a result, the department implemented a driver safety program that focuses on the three primary contributing factors to injuries associated with vehicle crashes: excessive speed, lack of seatbelt use, and driver inattention. The program encourages officers to slow down (which allows the driver more reaction time), to wear a seatbelt to minimize injury during a crash, and to pay attention by eliminating distractions from electronic devices.

**Fairfax County, Virginia:** The Fairfax County Police Department’s focus on health, safety and wellness has led to two initiatives: a safety officer program and an athletic trainer program. The department’s safety officer is a lieutenant whose full-time responsibility is to address safety concerns associated with all aspects of the organization, including operations and training. The safety officer is assisted by six supplemental safety officers who are on call as needed. The department’s athletic trainer monitors officer injuries, works with healthcare providers to coordinate care for injured officers, provides rehabilitation services, and seeks to prevent injuries in the first place. The safety officer and the athletic trainer work together in an effort to establish a culture of safety and wellness within the agency.

**Reno, Nevada:** The Reno Police Department has developed an officer wellness initiative that applies a comprehensive systems approach to the prevention and intervention of many risk factors impacting its personnel. The program includes a component on nutrition and exercise, including advanced lipid
testing to assess the risk of a heart attack, diabetes, and a stroke. A second component on lifestyle management and emotional survival includes an annual wellness clinic, psychological intervention services to provide immediate assistance after a traumatic event in the field, and an overall wellness and early-warning systems program.

**Site visit process, protocol, and pilot testing**

Each agency was visited by a two-person team that included a trained researcher/academic and a current or former practitioner who worked for an extended time in law enforcement. This pairing of researchers and practitioners has been used in similar projects and generally ensures that the on-site information is captured and recorded effectively while simultaneously establishing credibility for the team within a law enforcement environment.

The research team developed a semi-structured interview protocol to guide the on-site interviews, focus groups, and conversations. Each on-site team, however, was allowed to deviate from the questionnaire as needed. This involved tailoring interview questions to capture relevant information on the unique programs within each agency and each research setting (one-on-one interviews, group setting discussions, presentations, etc.). The instrument and data collection protocol were pilot tested at the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department (CMPD) in Charlotte, North Carolina. The CMPD has implemented a range of safety and wellness-related programs, which made it an ideal location for testing the instrument. As a part of that process, we pre-arranged the site visit, sent information ahead of time about the purpose of the visit, met on site with numerous representatives from many of the safety and wellness programs, asked a series of standard questions, and gathered additional information via follow-up emails. Following that visit, we streamlined our data collection protocol. A copy of the finalized, semi-structured site visit protocol is included as appendix A.

---

1 Brandl and Stroshine, “Physical Hazards of Police Work.” See also Gershon et al., “Mental, Physical, and Behavioral Outcome;” Zhao et al., “Predicting Five Dimensions.”
2 Brough, “Comparing the Influence of Traumatic.”
4 Rajaratnam et al., “Sleep Disorders, Health, and Safety.”
5 Mayhew, “Occupational Health and Safety Risks.”
7 von Kuenssberg Jehle, “Seat Belt Use by Police.”
8 Brandl and Stroshine, “Physical Hazards of Police Work.”
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Case Studies

Boca Raton, Florida: Three-hour, on-duty physical fitness program

by Joseph B. Kuhns, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, and Derrick Lail, University of North Carolina at Charlotte (formerly Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department)

Overview

The city of Boca Raton, with a 2010 population of 89,407, is a fairly wealthy, beach-front community, and this socio-economic advantage appears to be reflected in officers’ pay and benefits. Boca Raton is located on the eastern coast of Florida, about 40 minutes north of Fort Lauderdale. The Boca Raton Police Department (BRPD) has 291 employees, including 189 sworn officers. In 2014, over half of the officers have at least a bachelor’s degree, and 82 percent are male. At the time of our site visit, approximately 80 percent of the officers were White, 6.3 percent were African American, and 10.5 percent were Hispanic, and most of the officers had at least five years of experience on the job.

Entry-level officers are offered salaries of $54,294 and are provided with take-home cars (and officers can earn accident-free financial bonuses), uniform allowances, employment longevity bonuses after five years of service, pensions plans, and various other amenities. One of those amenities, which distinguishes the BRPD from many other law enforcement agencies, is a three-hour on-duty workout program. Police officers and civilian employees are permitted and encouraged to spend three working hours per week improving and maintaining their personal physical fitness. The facilities are provided and maintained by the agency. In other words, employees at the BRPD have the opportunity to work out and exercise as a part of their regularly assigned job responsibilities.

Implementing this on-duty exercise program was a part of a broader, holistic department-wide program to emphasize officer safety, wellness, and health. The BRPD offers a range of other related programs such as nutritional assistance, stress management, injury analyses, mandatory annual fitness exams that include incentives for fitness compliance, and a “no-tobacco” policy (officers must affirm, under oath, that they do not and will not use tobacco products while employed by the department). However, the three-hour on-duty workout policy differs, philosophically and practically, from health and wellness policies and practices in many other law enforcement agencies.
The on-duty exercise program, written directly into policy, is linked to individual fitness standards and was adopted as a part of a broader emphasis on health and wellness. The program is open to all city employees, not just law enforcement officers. Two separate exercise rooms are provided and maintained by the department and the city, and qualified instructors are available to assist in developing individualized exercise routines. Law enforcement officers are permitted to exercise on duty in accordance with a series of written guidelines, which are broadly summarized as follows:

- Officers working 10- or 12-hour shifts can exercise during their meal period provided they have supervisor approval, and the exercise must not interfere with operational commitments.

- Officers working eight-hour shifts can exercise on duty for a maximum of three hours per week.

- Officers can exercise in the departmental exercise rooms or any licensed physical fitness facility within the city’s jurisdiction.

- Officers may jog using approved outdoor routes; but they must notify dispatch of their location while exercising, and they must be available for immediate return.

- Officers must lock firearms and other equipment in the trunk of their vehicles or keep such equipment on their person; lockers are not permitted unless used in the department’s exercise facilities.

There are other restrictions as well. For example, no exercise is allowed without approval for officers assigned to light duty. The program is viewed as a privilege that can be revoked. Working out at home while on duty is not allowed.20

Advantages and challenges of offering an on-duty exercise program

In part, the BRPD recognizes that time and access to equipment and facilities are critical barriers among many active officers who may be interested in maintaining physical fitness and health. Providing both an on-duty exercise program that addresses the concerns with available time and access to equipment and facilities—which can include facilities and equipment that the department provides, daily workouts prescribed by the BRPD training officer, access to seven approved jogging courses, or access to permitted, external private facilities—eliminates these two primary barriers.

In addition, the BRPD finds that implementing these kinds of programs within smaller units (e.g., a squad) within the department encourages broader participation by generating helpful but subtle peer pressure to partake, provides a supportive environment for those who are initially reluctant, offers friendly competition as a potential motivator, and helps to promote a group culture of fitness and health throughout a unit and the agency. Further, implementing an exercise program within smaller units allows for more effective tracking and accountability.

According to Sergeant Nicole Girardi, a training sergeant, simply tracking engagement in the on-duty exercise program improved participation at the BRPD. The department relies on injury analyses, fitness test results, use of force reviews, and physical examination records to track the impact and effectiveness.
of the on-duty exercise program over time, although a carefully constructed impact evaluation has not yet been conducted. Ongoing fitness testing is also required within the department. For example, 177 officers were required to take a physical fitness test in 2012; 80 percent of them passed the exam (with some exceeded expectations or had an outstanding result) during the year after one or more attempts. Of the 29 officers who failed on their first attempt, five passed a future test within the year. In 2011, 81 percent of the officer who took the exam passed it. As such, roughly four out of five BRPD officers are in acceptable physical condition by BRPD standards, many are in excellent condition, and the department has proactively committed time, resources, leadership, and organizational effort to ensure that their officers remain physically fit for duty.

Getting an on-duty exercise program running was initially both time consuming and costly, according to Chief Daniel Alexander. His department had to broadly discuss the initiative; generate city-level support and funding; develop, modify, and adopt a written on-duty exercise policy; identify strengths and weaknesses of the policy following implementation; and develop progress and performance tracking mechanisms. The philosophical approach was more focused on developing a healthy culture and incentivizing commitment to the program versus worrying about potential abuses or identifying consequences for such abuses. (Granted, abuses still do occasionally occur, but eliminating the home workout option reduced these problems.)

Based on our conversations with recruitment and training officers, the BRPD anecdotally indicated that its program has positively impacted recruitment and retention, both of which are ongoing challenges in law enforcement. The ability to advertise an on-duty exercise program as a job “perk,” in addition to the other incentives that are available to potential BRPD officers, tends to attract candidates with certain desirable characteristics: personal commitment to health, athleticism, and fitness. According to the recruitment officer, the combined set of perks at the BRPD may be attracting more educated officers (again, more than 50 percent have at least a bachelor’s degree). BRPD officials also believe that fitness reflects professionalism and that officers who are physically and emotionally fit are also more respected in their community.

Chief Alexander believes that the program has important implications for succession planning. His view is that an organization needs current and next-generation leaders who are physically and emotionally fit and healthy in order to carry on the mission and meet the ever-expanding demands of law enforcement. Recruiting the right candidates, retaining officers for extended careers, identifying potential leaders who are emotionally and physically fit, and placing those leaders in positions of responsibility ensures that the philosophical approach adopted by the current generation of leaders will carry over to the next generation of leaders.

**Recommendation for on-duty exercise programs**

When we asked BRPD leadership to identify the one program they believed should be nationally replicated, the unanimous answer was their on-duty exercise program. National movements to encourage broader adoption of fitness and wellness programs in law enforcement settings are currently
in place and have been for years. Many of those efforts are based, in part, on the idea of voluntary participation and are still being evaluated.22

Heart attacks remain a primary cause of death among law enforcement officers.23 Heart disease accounts for 20–50 percent of early retirements among officers, and there is plenty of evidence to suggest that officers have shorter lives and are more prone to a range of medical conditions,24 including heart disease.25 Various law enforcement agencies have calculated the cost of an in-service heart attack to be between $400,000 and $750,000. As such, it is likely that investing in on-duty exercise programs—including equipment, facilities, and offering paid time to work out—would be a cost-effective expense by helping to prevent heart attacks, postpone early retirements, and reduce other injuries and health problems. Moreover, evidence suggests that even smaller investments in health and wellness yield positive long-term financial benefits and savings.26

Challenges with integrating functional fitness programs

Law enforcement agencies need to continually re-examine the types of exercise and fitness programs used for academy recruitment and training and for in-service health and wellness programs. Some agencies are considering, or already integrating, functional fitness training programs in their academies. Functional fitness has been described as the ability to perform a broad array of natural or realistic physical work. The U.S. Marine Corps has recognized the importance of adaption and training recruits using functional fitness approaches.27 One increasingly popular exercise program is CrossFit,28 which is designed around a philosophy of functional fitness.29 Physical fitness is and always will be an integral aspect of law enforcement, as demonstrated by nationwide agency standards, job functions, and the public.30 Statistics suggest that 93 percent of law enforcement agencies use some form of weight training for recruit training purposes.31 A review of exercise and occupational performance across a number of employment domains, including policing, concluded that physically fit officers demonstrate better job performance and reduced stress levels.32 As such, a reasonable question to ask is whether functional fitness programs should assume a larger role in law enforcement training protocols.

In fact, some law enforcement agencies, as well as fire departments, have already begun to incorporate the functional fitness philosophy.33 For example, the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, the largest municipal police department in North Carolina,34 has restructured its recruit training around these foundational principles. This evolving linkage between functional fitness and law enforcement training is based on more than just popularity.35 Officers spend a majority of the typical shift in a state of low physical activity or demand. Then, within a split second, the officer can transition from simply riding in a patrol car to fighting for his or her life. Suspect encounters do not reflect traditional fitness formats of isolated muscle training or steady long-distance running. Rather, suspect encounters are anaerobic and dynamic and include every part of an officer’s body, perhaps for several minutes without the option to stop.

Among the limited number of agencies that have incorporated functional fitness training, some have already reported positive results. For example, the Kansas City Regional Training Academy in Missouri tested recruits before and after six months of participating in the academy’s daily prescribed “workout
of the day” (WOD). In that time, each of the recruits improved in a traditional assessment of push-ups, sit-ups, and a 1.5 mile run. Over a five-year period, recruits and active officers at the Jacksonville (Florida) Sheriff’s Office experienced similar results—with both agencies noting that the number of fitness training injuries also declined following implementation. On the other hand, evidence also suggests that injuries may increase when these programs are not implemented carefully. Perhaps of greater interest were the unanticipated benefits related to completing WODs. In Kansas City, the average weight loss and fat loss per recruit was 16.1 pounds and 6.4 percent. In Jacksonville, academy graduates have been praised by external agencies for “their physical and mental readiness and ‘can-do’ attitudes,” leading the sheriff’s office to conclude that functional fitness training demonstrates the inadequacy of traditional law enforcement fitness standards.

Even with popularity, positive results, and revelations like those in Jacksonville, the vast majority of law enforcement maintains traditional training programs and fitness assessments. Based on survey results from 62 law enforcement agencies, 95 percent of the sampled agencies use some form of agility test, despite the ongoing observation that these tests are unrelated to actual job requirements. Even the BRPD, with its highly progressive fitness policy, still primarily tests recruits with traditional benchmarks (e.g., timed running tests, sit-ups, and push-ups). Many of these fitness tests were designed years ago and are now state-mandated. Updating and changing past fitness test practices can therefore be cumbersome and can, in some cases, require legislative approval. Regardless, considering a broader range of exercise options, on and off duty, may be a useful step toward improving officer health and wellness overall.

**Impact assessment**

Like some promising programs highlighted in this report, the BRPD on-duty exercise program has not yet been empirically evaluated. While much of the anecdotal evidence from department representatives suggests that the program offers numerous benefits (e.g., fitness, friendly competition, and improved long-term health) with minimal investment, a rigorous evaluation, including cost-benefit analyses, of on-duty exercise programs in law enforcement settings would be extremely useful at this time. Such an evaluation may be potentially complicated by exercise-related injuries that may occur on and off duty. The BRPD is currently tracking this information, but there was currently insufficient data to include in this report. Regardless, the potential health benefits of on-duty exercise programs, particularly when supplemented by other wellness efforts (e.g., nutrition), may well be worth considering nationwide pending evidence of effectiveness.

---

20 Boca Raton Police Department, Directive No. 22,100.
21 Sergeant Nicole Girardi (training supervisor, Boca Raton Police Department), in discussion with the authors, 2014.
22 Smith and Tooker, “Health and Fitness in Law Enforcement.”
23 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Law Enforcement Officers Killed.
24 Quigley, “Fit for Duty?”
25 Zimmerman, “Cardiovascular Disease and Risk Factors.”
26 Tooker and Cashwell, “Revisiting the Fitness and Health.”
27 U.S. Marine Corps, Concept for Functional Fitness.
28 Bloomberg Business, “Company Overview of Crossfit.”
29 Crossfit, Inc., “What is Crossfit.”
30 Bissett, Bissett, and Snell, “Physical Agility Tests and Fitness Standards;” Lonsway, “Tearing Down the Wall.”
31 Reaves, State and Local Law Enforcement, 4.
32 Boni, “Exercise and Physical Fitness.”
33 Keller, “Applying CrossFit to Police Recruits;” Zamzow, “Is CrossFit Right for You?”
34 A Charlotte Mecklenburg (North Carolina) Police Department training officer, in discussion with Derrick Lail (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), 2014.
35 The Box, “Origins of CrossFit;” Cooper and Canto, “CrossFit Training for Law Enforcement.”
36 Keller, “Applying CrossFit to Police Recruits.”
37 Cooper and Canto, “CrossFit Training for Law Enforcement.”
38 Bergeron et al., “Consortium for Health and Military Performance.”
39 Ibid., 2.
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Prince George’s County, Maryland: Arrive Alive initiative

by Edward R. Maguire, American University, and Stephen Bamford, George Mason University,

Introduction

With its 863,000 population residing within 499 square miles of urban, suburban, and rural communities, Prince George’s County is the second largest county in Maryland. Located 37 miles south of Baltimore, the county shares part of its western border with Washington, D.C. Nearly 65 percent of its residents are African American; the county is known as the wealthiest majority African-American county in the United States. It is home to 27 independent municipalities, 26 of which have their own police departments. With approximately 2,100 full-time employees (including 1,800 sworn officers), the Prince George’s County Police Department (PGPD) works in conjunction with these municipalities and is also responsible for policing the unincorporated parts of the county.

The PGPD developed and implemented the Arrive Alive initiative in 2013. Designed to improve driver safety among county police officers, Arrive Alive’s three primary areas of focus are summarized in its motto: Buckle up. Slow down. Pay attention. Arrive Alive. The initiative includes a training component as well as a series of other measures that encourage officers to wear seatbelts, reduce their speed while driving, and drive without excessive distractions. This section begins with a brief review of the literature on law enforcement traffic fatalities, then describes Arrive Alive and its components in detail, and closes by discussing the initiative’s impact in both qualitative and quantitative terms.

Law enforcement traffic fatalities

When thinking about the hazards of police work, most people focus on the risks of being shot in the line of duty. This perspective is certainly valid given that one of the leading causes of death in 2014 among law enforcement officers was firearm-related fatalities (41 percent). However, traffic-related fatalities were equally deadly, also accounting for 41 percent of on-duty law enforcement deaths last year. Forty-eight law enforcement officers were killed in traffic-related incidents in 2014 (38 died in automobile or motorcycle crashes, and 10 died after being struck while outside of their vehicle). While felonious assaults against police officers are an important problem that deserves serious attention, reducing traffic-related fatalities among police officers is equally important and worthy of serious attention. Automobile accidents remain, year after year, one of the top three causes of officer fatalities.

A cursory examination of long-term trends in traffic-related fatalities among law enforcement officers reveals considerable fluctuations from year to year. In figure 1, the solid black line illustrates the number of traffic-related fatalities among law enforcement officers in the United States from 1964 to 2014, and the dashed gray line is a linear trend that suggests a slight increase over the entire period. While the overall trend upward is disturbing, the total number of annual traffic-related fatalities has fallen under 50 only six times since 1964, and three of those years were 2012, 2013, and 2014. While police officer traffic fatalities have trended upward over the long term, “traffic deaths in the general driving public...
have remained constant or declined.” It is counterintuitive that traffic fatalities among police officers have trended upward during a period in which car safety technologies and emergency medical care have both improved considerably.

From a policy perspective, it is worth considering what police leaders can do to help reduce police officer traffic fatalities. Police have been successful in reducing the number of intentional homicides of police officers over the past 50 years through a series of deliberate policy choices, including the now widespread use of body armor. Likewise, if policy choices made it possible to reduce traffic deaths in the general population, there should be policy choices available that can reduce traffic-related fatalities of police officers.

Figure 1. Police traffic-related fatalities in the United States, 1964–2014

Unfortunately, there is very little empirical research on the range of causes of traffic-related fatalities among law enforcement officers. A study using 11 years of data (1992–2002) from the Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries found that 44 percent of police officer line-of-duty deaths resulted from “transportation-related” causes. Other causes of death included homicide (43 percent), suicide (5 percent), and “other” (8 percent). A study of crashes involving marked police vehicles in the United States found that the risk of death was 2.6 times higher for unbelted occupants relative to occupants who were wearing their seatbelt. Another study found that police officers perceive a conflict between driving safety (wearing a seatbelt) and operational officer safety. The perception among officers is that wearing a seatbelt can increase the time it takes to exit the vehicle and draw a weapon, thus placing them at a tactical disadvantage. Other researchers have concluded that “officers die in traffic collisions because they drive too fast and they don’t wear seatbelts—two things they, and we, can control.” These conclusions are consistent with the premises behind the Arrive Alive initiative.
The emergence of Arrive Alive

On March 18, 2010, Prince George’s County Police Corporal Tommy Jensen was responding to a burglary in progress when his patrol car hit a patch of black ice and struck a utility pole. Jensen, 27 years old, died as a result of injuries sustained in the collision. He was not wearing a seatbelt. Jensen had grown up in the agency, following in the footsteps of his father, a retired PGPD police sergeant. Sadly, the young corporal was the sixth PGPD police officer killed in the line of duty as a result of a vehicle collision.

A little more than two years later, on August 20, 2012, Prince George’s County Police Officers Adrian Morris and Michael Risher were pursuing a suspect on Interstate 95 when Morris lost control of the patrol vehicle and drove into a ravine. Morris, who was not wearing a seatbelt at the time, was ejected from the vehicle and sustained fatal head injuries. Risher, who was wearing a seatbelt, survived the crash. Though only 23 years old when he died, Morris had already served with the PGPD for two and half years. And, as a teenager, he had also served with the department’s Police Explorers program. His older colleagues fondly recall watching him mature from an eager young explorer to a committed and energetic police officer who volunteered with the Police Explorers program that had helped him become a police officer. He had told his colleagues that he planned to one day help manage the program.

Nearly two months later, as the department was still mourning the death of Officer Morris, 28-year-old Officer First Class Kevin Bowden was killed while off-duty when the driver of an SUV crossed several lanes of traffic and struck his police cruiser, throwing it against a utility pole. Like Morris and Jensen, Bowden was not wearing a seatbelt. In the aftermath of Bowden’s death, Prince George’s County Executive Rushern Baker declared, “Our county government, every community, and every citizen of Prince George’s County grieves again this evening.”

These three deaths in two years weighed heavily on PGPD police administrators. Chief Mark Magaw observed, “It’s personal for us.” Deputy Chief Hank Stawinski noted that with earlier traffic deaths, the mentality had been not to ask questions about how or why they happened. This time was different. Assistant Chief Kevin Davis (now deputy police commissioner in Baltimore City, Maryland) and Stawinski began to study the issue in detail to determine what, if anything, could be done differently. The departmental study concluded that many factors play a role in collisions, including distractions in the patrol vehicle and excessive speed. But the real issue was that officers were not wearing their seatbelts. While government figures estimate national seatbelt usage rates at about 85 percent (above 90 percent in Maryland), the study revealed on-duty seatbelt usage rates of only 45 percent.

Moreover, the problem appeared to be deeply ingrained in departmental culture. Though department policy required officers to wear their seatbelts any time the vehicle was in motion, many officers believed seatbelts would make it more difficult for them to respond effectively to ambushes or other potentially dangerous or tactical situations. Simply ordering officers to wear their seatbelts was unlikely to be an effective solution. As Deputy Chief Stawinski noted, “You can’t discipline your way out of the problem.” If the department’s leaders wanted to increase seatbelt use and improve officer safety, they needed to find a way to win officers’ hearts and minds. The result was a comprehensive and homegrown traffic safety initiative called Arrive Alive, which launched in early 2013.
The centerpiece of the initiative is a video shown to every officer in the department. It features graphic footage of department crashes, along with heartfelt testimonials from eight survivors of officers killed in crashes. Even for those who never knew the officers or their families, it is difficult not to shed tears when watching the video. The idea behind the video is consistent with theories of behavioral change that reinforce the importance of appealing to people’s emotions and their intellect. As one author notes, “emotions can assist us in thinking and problem solving. Emotions guide our attention to what is important, helping us ignore distractions, and prioritize our concerns.” The goal is to encourage every officer to think carefully about his or her own loved ones when making the decision about whether to buckle up.

In addition to the video, the department parked a demolished cruiser near the gas pumps where officers fill up their gas tanks. They rotate the vehicle, which has safety messages displayed on it, through the different stations. They also placed a PGPD sticker on the dashboard of every vehicle in the fleet, reminding officers to buckle up, slow down, pay attention, and arrive alive. They currently issue a weekly driver-safety message over the radio, broadcasting it every six hours. They also have posters on traffic safety at roll calls. For Deputy Chief Stawinski, the strategy behind the initiative is to issue “a blitzkrieg of intense reminders.” Retired Fraternal Order of Police President Vince Canales agreed with the call to action, noting “we have to change our mentality. We have to do better. I’m tired of going to hospitals. I’m tired of watching these officers pass away. I’m tired of seeing the families that are hurt, and I’m sure they’re just as frustrated. We’ve got to be more conscientious moving forward.”

Implementation of Arrive Alive was rolled out during in-service training from March to November 2013. They presented a two-hour training block to a new set of officers every Tuesday that included watching the video. Every officer went through the training. They also reassigned the responsibility for investigating on-duty vehicle crashes from district commanders to a centralized crash investigation unit. Part of the reasoning behind this change was that previously a high percentage of crashes had been classified as “no fault” on the part of the officer. This was likely done to help protect officers’ careers and reputations, but the unintended consequence of this informal practice was that the agency was not intervening with officers who had risky driving habits. In addition, the department also began to post signs in each district showing the number of days since the last preventable crash. This turned crash prevention into an informal competition between districts.

Impact assessment

Gauging the effectiveness of Arrive Alive is complicated to some extent because police administrators believe the reporting of crashes has increased as part of the new investigative procedures and the cultural shift experienced by the department. As a result, they are not convinced that simply tracking the number of collisions is a sufficient method for gauging the initiative’s effectiveness. They also believe that because of its staggered implementation, the effects of Arrive Alive may not be immediately detectable. Some of these concerns could be addressed with a well-designed impact evaluation. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain crash data that would allow us to carry out such an evaluation for this report. As a result, our review of Arrive Alive is currently limited to a description of the initiative,
its components, and its implementation. However, this program merits closer attention as a promising example of a safety initiative that is focused on one of the three leading causes of death among officers: motor-vehicle collisions.
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Introduction

Fairfax County is the largest county in Virginia with a population of just over 1.1 million. It is one of the wealthiest counties in the United States with the second-highest median household income in the nation. The county covers an expansive area of 406 square miles in northern Virginia near Washington, D.C. The Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD) employs approximately 1,400 police officers and more than 350 civilian employees, making it the largest local law enforcement agency in Virginia and the 35th largest in the nation.

This section of the report examines two related programs that were developed and implemented in the FCPD to promote officer health, wellness, and safety. First, the department created a safety officer program with the goal of managing risks, preventing accidents, and decreasing injuries. Second, the department created a civilian athletic trainer position to promote health and wellness among officers and to reduce medical expenses and decreased productivity associated with unnecessary or inappropriate use of sick leave. Together, these interlocking initiatives are designed to create a safer, healthier, and more cost-efficient environment for Fairfax County police officers. In comparison with the police-related initiatives discussed in the scientific literature, both of the FCPD’s homegrown programs are unique in their own way. We begin by discussing the safety officer program, followed by the athletic trainer position.

Safety officer program

The FCPD’s safety officer program was initially established in 2004 as part of the department’s Civil Disturbance Unit. The program was originally intended “to maintain officer safety while law enforcement personnel were wearing personal protective equipment for situations involving weapons of mass destruction (WMD).” Officers were assigned on a part-time basis to the safety officer program as a part of their regular duty assignments. The department’s WMD coordinator led the program because it had no dedicated full-time personnel at the time.

The department had difficulty in finding model safety officer programs in law enforcement on which to base its own efforts. Ultimately, it developed a homegrown program customized to the specific needs of the department. To the extent that the program’s design drew inspiration from outside the organization, the primary source of that inspiration came from safety officer programs in fire and rescue departments. The safety officer role is a key component of the National Incident Management System (NIMS), which was developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to provide a template for establishing a coordinated response to emergency incidents. Within the NIMS framework, the command staff includes a safety officer, who is supposed to monitor all incident operations and advise the incident commander on “all matters relating to operational safety, including the health and safety of emergency responder personnel.” A key aspect of the safety officer position in NIMS is that the incumbent has “immediate authority to stop and/or prevent unsafe acts during incident operations.”
Because many safety officer programs in the United States fall primarily within the domain of fire and rescue, the FCPD was unable to model the design of its safety officer program on comparable initiatives from other police agencies. The department also discovered there were no existing safety officer training programs that met the department’s needs. Instead, the FCPD established a training program that relied on a mix of existing Incident Command System (ICS) courses and safety officer courses designed for fire and rescue personnel.

Since inception, the program has evolved “into an all-encompassing risk-management-based effort, focusing on preventive issues in addition to supporting operational response and training.” In September 2008, a full-time safety officer position was established to begin institutionalizing a greater culture of safety within the department. The FCPD’s current safety officer is a lieutenant who reports to the captain in charge of Planning and Research, who in turn reports directly to the chief of police. He is supported by two supplemental supervisors, both of whom are sergeants in the Patrol Bureau. The safety officer program includes six supplemental safety officers who are assigned on a full-time basis to other responsibilities but are available through an on-call system as needed.

The safety officer wears many hats. Two of the key responsibilities of a safety officer are to review and monitor training as part of a larger effort within the department and to create and sustain a culture of safety. These responsibilities were especially important to the department in the wake of a tragedy in 2008 in which a police lieutenant was killed during a water rescue exercise. Within the evolving culture of safety, all personnel are encouraged to “red light” an exercise if they see something wrong. The department was once planning an active-shooter training exercise in an abandoned house. The safety officer did a walk-through prior to the training and decided to cancel it because of safety concerns. This idea of separation between safety and operations is a core component of the safety officer program. Another key consideration is that the safety officer role is rank-neutral, which essentially allows safety to trump rank. Put differently, if the safety officer observes a safety problem, he is authorized to raise that issue with people who outrank him.

The safety officer has many other roles outside of training. He is routinely called out to incidents that pose potential safety risks. For instance, he responded to a methamphetamine laboratory where he took steps to address exposure control and traffic safety concerns. He was called to a barricaded suspect situation at a mall where, in addition to the obvious safety risks, he was also concerned with ensuring that officers would not be staged where they would be exposed to exhaust fumes from the emergency vehicles left running in the area. At another call that required officers to remain outside in the woods on a rainy night, he put up tents and took steps to ensure officers would not slip and fall in the mud. One of the most common responsibilities of the safety officer is handling incidents in which officers are exposed to blood borne pathogens.

Another important role of safety officers is rehabilitation, which involves providing officers with essential needs like rest, food, water, and shelter from the elements while handling incidents. For instance, the safety officers will park a special response vehicle (a converted recreational vehicle) at major incidents so officers can have a place to briefly escape the elements, warming up during cold weather and cooling off during hot weather. Safety officers will also distribute food and drinks during
prolonged incidents. Another special concern is ensuring that officers remain hydrated when exposed to low or high temperatures. This is one aspect of the safety officer role in which the department acknowledges modeling its efforts after those of the County Fire and Rescue Department.

Much of the safety officer role involves preventive thinking in the form of a safety matrix, which is used in all planning and practical training exercises. For instance, the safety officer worked with the department’s driving instructors to develop a safety video about how to deal with challenges posed by a new model of police vehicle. Officers had expressed concerns that the vehicle had poor sight lines, especially while backing up. The safety officer also arranges for periodic safety messages to be broadcasted to officers, encouraging them to think about specific safety issues such as remaining hydrated on hot days.

Given the many risks that police officers face in the line of duty, it is difficult to briefly summarize the many roles played by the safety officer. Perhaps the best way to think about the safety officer is that he or she acts as a “fifth set of eyes.” The first set of eyes are those of the officer; the second are the officer’s partner and peers; the third are the officer’s supervisor; the fourth are the officer’s commander; and the fifth set of eyes are those of the safety officer. All of these stakeholders work together in establishing a culture of safety.

The athletic trainer

The FCPD’s wellness program has two main components. The first focuses on strength and fitness and is led by a master police officer with a fitness background. The second focuses on injury care and prevention and is led by a civilian athletic trainer. The athletic trainer serves as the nucleus for the department’s overall wellness efforts. An important part of that role involves coordinating efforts with the department’s safety officer.

A key part of the athletic trainer’s duties is providing direct care to police employees. This responsibility can assume multiple forms including:

- prevention;
- clinical evaluation and diagnosis;
- treatment, rehabilitation, and reconditioning;
- providing and tracking referrals to other health care providers.

The underlying philosophy of the program is to adopt a team-based approach to wellness by coordinating the efforts of the patient, the patient’s supervisor, the athletic trainer, physicians, and other health care providers.

Officers who were injured in the line of duty make an appointment with the athletic trainer, during which they are clinically assessed and can receive whatever immediate care is necessary. The athletic trainer then arranges for referrals to physicians and other health care providers. Together with these providers, the athletic trainer establishes a medical care plan, providing treatment and rehabilitation as appropriate. One of the most important aspects of the program is the degree to which the athletic
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trainer monitors the officer’s case on an ongoing basis, acting as a watchdog or an advocate, as needed. The athletic trainer also administers physical performance tests necessary to allow injured officers back on duty.

Part of the athletic trainer’s goal is to get officers back on duty more quickly. The department cites a study noting that “officers not back on duty within 90 days of an injury (restricted duty or full duty) have only a 20 percent chance of returning to duty.” Getting officers back on duty within that timeframe means intervening quickly with officers who are injured in the line of duty, helping to manage their care and coordinate the efforts of care providers, and providing “function-oriented” treatment. An internal assessment by the FCPD found that the program resulted in a 49.5 percent reduction in overall medical costs at the police academy, with an 86.3 percent reduction in costs incurred by the academy for musculoskeletal issues. The department’s internal assessment also found that the program resulted in a 22 percent reduction in overall medical costs and a 21.2 percent reduction in musculoskeletal care costs throughout the department. Thus, the FCPD reports that the program has essentially paid for itself in reduced medical costs and increased productivity through earlier return to primary duty status.

Impact assessment

Gauging the effectiveness of these initiatives with precision is complicated for several reasons. First, the safety officer program has been in existence for many years and is focused on many aspects of safety. A rigorous impact evaluation would involve constructing a historical database containing various generalized metrics like lost days, sick days, and injury reports before and after the program was established. These types of retrospective assessments present a number of analytical challenges, especially for a program focused on such a wide range of potential safety issues. Second, evaluating the effectiveness of the safety officer program is further complicated by the fact that the safety officer and athletic trainer work together on some issues; thus, it would be difficult to separate out the effects of each initiative. Similar issues arise when thinking about how to evaluate the effectiveness of the athletic trainer program. However, the more pronounced focus of the athletic trainer on musculoskeletal injury management would make it easier to design an evaluation of the program’s effectiveness.

Unfortunately, for the purposes of this report we were unable to gain access to the necessary data from the county’s risk management office that would allow us to conduct a rigorous impact evaluation. If other agencies choose to replicate these promising initiatives, it would be useful to build an evaluation plan into the implementation framework from the outset. This would enable the policing industry to learn some potentially valuable lessons about what works (and what doesn’t work) to improve officer health, safety, and wellness.
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Reno, Nevada: Resiliency and wellness program

by Nancy Leach, K4 Associates, Ronald Glensor, retired Assistant Chief, Reno Police Department, Steve Pitts, Chief of Police, Reno Police Department, and James Greenwald, SpecialtyHealth

City and department overview

The city of Reno is the second largest city in the state of Nevada. Reno is situated in the northwestern part of the state at the base of the Sierra Nevada mountain range and in Washoe County. Recent census data indicates that the city has a population of approximately 238,221, with the Washoe County population just over 437,000. The city hosts several nationally significant special events, such as the annual air show, with an estimated 4.5 million visitors annually.

The Reno Police Department (RPD) provides policing services to its citizens and visitors. The RPD is the third largest police agency in the state but the second busiest, with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department being the first. The RPD is nationally recognized for its commitment to community policing and problem solving and the development of two internationally recognized training programs: the Police Training Officer (PTO) field training program and the Adult-Based Learning Program for law enforcement academies. Both of these programs are funded and supported by the U.S. Department of Justice. The RPD has 305 sworn personnel, approximately 65 non-sworn professional staff, and more than 150 volunteers. The RPD responds to 156,000 calls for service annually and has policing responsibility for just over 105 square miles of jurisdiction.

Understanding the science

According to the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund, 24 of the 126 officer fatalities that occurred in 2014 were the result of job-related illnesses such as heart attacks, nearly double the number (13) that was reported in 2013. It is widely known that cardiovascular disease remains the number one killer of both men and women in the United States. Consistent with, and possibly even worse than trends in the general population, police officers and first responders also suffer from high rates of obesity, metabolic syndrome, and type 2 diabetes. Instead of reaching and enjoying their well-earned retirement years, many officers are dying young. A study by the National Center for Health Statistics found that the average life expectancy in the general population for a male is 76.5 years and 79.5 for a female. However, the average life expectancy for a police officer is only 66 years. The RPD and its partners at SpecialtyHealth believe that heart attacks and type 2 diabetes among police officers can largely be prevented and have instituted a resiliency and wellness program to address the underlying causes of these diseases.

In terms of officer wellness, preventing heart attacks should be a high priority for most police departments. Many agencies also mention type 2 diabetes and weight issues as a serious problem. It is not widely appreciated that “insulin resistance is likely the most important single cause of coronary artery disease” and that “in young adults preventing insulin resistance is predicted to prevent approximately 42 percent of heart attacks.” It should also be noted that before anyone becomes type
2 diabetic, a person first goes through a transitional phase of insulin resistance. Insulin resistance can therefore be appreciated as the root cause of many heart attacks and type 2 diabetes.\textsuperscript{79}

The commonly expressed belief that “cops die young” is supported by the literature. Sheriff Jack Parker’s recent \textit{Florida Mortality Study} is particularly sobering. The average age of death for police officers and correctional officers in Florida is 62.4 years—12 years less than the general population.\textsuperscript{80}

The question becomes why do cops die young. After reviewing thousands of police physical examinations over a 14-year period, the RPD and its partners at SpecialtyHealth believe that unrecognized and untreated insulin resistance is most commonly the answer. There are many factors that predispose first responders and police in particular to insulin resistance, including the following:

- Hypervigilance\textsuperscript{81}
- Sugar, high-fructose corn syrup, and carbohydrates\textsuperscript{82}
- Gluten intolerance\textsuperscript{83}
- Sleep deprivation / shift work and overtime\textsuperscript{84}
- Lack of exercise\textsuperscript{85}
- Genetics\textsuperscript{86}

The effort undertaken by the RPD and its partners at SpecialtyHealth to diagnose and treat insulin resistance early in police and other first responders is unique and innovative. In Nevada, a conservative estimate, based on a review of thousands of annual physicals from many Nevada police departments, of the incidence of insulin resistance in the actively working, younger, Nevada law enforcement professional is 30 to 35 percent.\textsuperscript{87} This percentage becomes even higher in retired police officer groups. In addition, advanced testing completed on more than 100 senior law enforcement executives from all over the world, at the FBI National Academy’s Law Enforcement Executive Development Seminar (LEEDS) classes over a two-year period (2012 to 2014), revealed a rate of insulin resistance in excess of 50 percent. Insulin resistance increases with age, and the FBI LEEDS class is often a senior law enforcement executive group. Not one of the Quantico LEEDS volunteers was aware of their correct diagnosis.\textsuperscript{88}

\textbf{Advanced lipid and diabetes mellitus testing}

Routine cholesterol measurements are thought to be an accurate indicator of heart attack risk. They are, however, notoriously underpowered in the insulin resistant patient. Every law enforcement agency that SpecialtyHealth studied has had insulin resistant officers in abundance. Nationally, one half of the 1.5 million people having heart attacks annually in our country present to the emergency room with “normal or near normal” cholesterol levels as measured by routine testing.\textsuperscript{89} So often these people are insulin resistant. Fortunately, more accurate measuring techniques are now available. In Nevada, the extensive use of an advanced lipid test, called nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) by LabCorp, has greatly improved risk assessment and facilitated the early identification of insulin resistant individuals. This test uses magnetic resonance technology (an MRI) to measure the number of lipoprotein particles carrying cholesterol and triglyceride molecules throughout the body—two critical fats that every human
needs. We now know that the total number of lipoprotein particles (LDL-P) gives us a better assessment of true cardiovascular risk, especially in the insulin resistant officer. 90

“It’s not the passengers, it’s the cars. It’s the cars that cause the scars.”91 This simple rhyme has been repeated in police departments all over Nevada and beyond, including six times at the FBI National Academy. A simple way to express this testing superiority to police is to say “It’s not the passengers (the cholesterol number LDL-C). It’s the cars (LDL-P).92 The cars represent the total number of LDL particles carrying both cholesterol and triglyceride. LDL-P is the number that is most reflective of cardiac risk.93 It has helped many officers grasp this critically important and potentially lifesaving concept.

When the LDL lipoproteins cross the arterial wall, they are broken down and become plaque; that’s the scar. Over time, as plaque accumulates, it can become unstable and rupture; that’s the heart attack. Stated as simply as possible: the higher the LDL-P (the particle number), the greater the heart attack risk. It helps to think of the routine LDL cholesterol (LDL-C) as being just along for the ride. Especially in the insulin resistant officer, LDL-C is a flawed marker. Beyond LDL-P, the NMR also reports an insulin resistance score (0 to 100; a score above 45 indicates insulin resistance is in play). Often an elevated insulin resistance score is the first clue that the metabolic breakdown preceding type 2 diabetes has begun. One can only speculate as to how much human tragedy could be avoided and the amount of money that could be saved if all the insulin-resistant police officers in the nation were properly identified and appropriately treated.

Figure 2 on page 26 demonstrates the sequence of metabolic breakdown too frequently seen over a police officer’s career. The trouble starts with insulin resistance and then proceeds to metabolic syndrome (also called the insulin resistance syndrome). Metabolic syndrome represents a cluster of signs and symptoms that become apparent as metabolic breakdown advances. These findings include increased abdominal obesity, increased triglycerides, decreased HDL (the good cholesterol), elevated blood pressure, and elevated sugar levels (see appendix B, case one, where the subject was positive for all five markers). Three out of five positive findings confirms the diagnosis of metabolic syndrome.94

As metabolic breakdown progresses, heart attack risk increases with each step. When a diagnosis of metabolic syndrome is made, heart attack risk has already doubled. A diagnosis of type 2 diabetes is the risk equivalent of having had a heart attack already. When humans become insulin resistant, the glucose receptors of certain cells—liver, muscle, and fat—get clogged up. Glucose has difficulty responding to insulin’s signal to enter the cell. As a result, blood levels of glucose rise, and insulin levels rise in response, sometimes to very high levels.95

Elevated insulin levels are the hallmark of insulin resistance and start the cascade toward metabolic syndrome and diabetes mellitus (DM2). A hint that the process has begun can often be detected on routine lab work. We notice an elevated triglyceride and low HDL level on routine testing. In 2005, Stanford’s diabetologist Dr. Gerald Reaven and his team asked, “Is there a simple way to identify insulin-resistant individuals at increased risk of cardiovascular disease?”96 The answer is yes: a TG/HDL ratio of equal to or greater than 3.5 provides a simple means of identifying insulin-resistant patients who are likely to be at increased risk of cardiovascular disease. Frequently, in police populations we now see the
insulin resistance score becomes abnormal even before the TG/HDL ratio. The insulin resistance score seems to be more sensitive. It is important to look at both numbers to allow for intervention at the earliest opportunity. Understanding that insulin resistance is the precursor to metabolic syndrome, many heart attacks, and type 2 diabetes is the fundamental principle. The earlier insulin resistance is diagnosed, the easier it is to reverse the process. With advanced testing, it is possible to see DM2 coming 15 to 20 years earlier than when it is typically diagnosed. Insulin resistance can thus be considered the canary in the coal mine and should be targeted specifically.

The RPD has implemented a program that measures the TG/HDL ratio on the mandatory yearly physicals. Officers with a ratio of greater than 3.5 for males and 2.5 for females are encouraged to get advanced testing and enter the SpecialtyHealth program.

Reno Police Department and resiliency

Considering all of the scientific information, Chief Steve Pitts and the RPD have posed the question, “Why, if a police department routinely invests part of its budget to maintain its fleet of vehicles, is it not investing in the health and wellness of its officers, its most valuable resource?” The RPD’s extensive wellness and resiliency program has emerged and grown out of this basic question.

In 2008, the RPD initiated a pilot program in partnership with SpecialtyHealth and Dr. James Greenwald. The initial program included 15 volunteer officers who were given advanced lipid screening followed by an intensive six-month program. Of the 15 officers initially screened, nine had been pre-selected because of an elevated TG/HDL ratio noticed on the annual physical. All 15 officers then entered a program that included nutritional advice, exercise, counseling, lab-directed health coaching, and sometimes pharmacology. After the intervention period was completed, all 15 officers were reevaluated. The nine officers included nutritional advice, exercise, counseling, lab-directed health coaching, and sometimes pharmacology. After the intervention period was completed, all 15 officers were reevaluated. The nine
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insulin resistant officers had all significantly reduced their risk factors, some as quickly as within four months (see appendix B, case two). In all cases, ongoing improvement was clearly communicated with a traffic-light display system, which uses a red light to highlight areas of high risk, a yellow light for areas of moderate risk, and a green light for areas of low risk (see case study examples in appendix B).

Growth of the Reno Police Department’s wellness program

The success of Reno’s initial program has led to the institution of an overall wellness or “resiliency” policy in the agency that includes multiple components, such as the following:

Advanced testing

The RPD has expanded the original program and currently includes both the police and fire department. Officers and other first responders with test results that put them into the at-risk category are given the option of becoming part of the SpecialtyHealth intervention. The program is voluntary, and officers who may benefit from the advanced testing are identified through their annual physical, which is mandated by the state.

Nutrition

In the early years, 2002 to 2005, the SpecialtyHealth program was following the standard American Heart Association / American Dietetic Association dietary guidelines that endorse a high-carbohydrate, low-fat, grain-based diet. This dietary intervention failed to improve critical blood lipid parameters and frequently worsened insulin resistance scores while elevating triglycerides and decreasing HDL cholesterol. The low-fat approach of the early years appears to be losing popularity, especially recently. Since 2007, and with the RPD group, SpecialtyHealth has recommended a Paleo/low-carb type of intervention that has consistently improved markers of systemic inflammation, insulin resistance, and body composition. Although still debated in some dietetic circles, this alternative approach seems to be gaining considerable momentum. To quote a recent mainstream article:

“An enormous trove of research over the past decade has shown that a low carbohydrate regime consistently outperforms any other diet in improving health. Diabetics, for instance, can most effectively stabilize their blood glucose on a low-carb diet; heart disease victims are able to raise their ‘good’ HDL cholesterol while lowering their triglyceride. And at least two-dozen well controlled trials involving thousands of subjects have shown that limiting carbohydrates leads to greater weight loss than does cutting fat.”

Exercise

The physical demands of police officers can be quite variable. Exercise physiology analysis clearly illustrates police work as anaerobic (i.e., intensive outputs of energy for a short period of time) and more akin to the needs of a wrestler or football player than a marathon runner. As such, the RPD found significant benefits in strength and conditioning approaches that develop the attributes of strength and
power via the conjugate periodization method. This method allows for the development of several attributes over the course of a few weeks (meso-cycle), allowing for customization based on recovery, orthopedic issues, arrest and control training, etc. The primary training attributes include the following:

- **Functional mobility.** Police work is highly repetitious, and addressing imbalances is critical in preventing common orthopedic problems such as lower back injuries.

- **Maximum strength.** Compound barbell movements are used to improve neuromuscular efficiency and full body strength.

- **Rate-of-force production.** A police officer must be not only strong but also proficient in “turning on” movements with significant speed and power. Barbell and dumbbell variants of the Olympic lifts are generally our first choice for this work.

- **Metabolic conditioning.** Short circuits involving sprints, obstacle course work, and high repetition bodyweight movements are used to improve both local muscular endurance and cardiovascular efficiency via peripheral heart action. These circuits provide a stimulus more akin to an arrest-and-control scenario than traditional low powered cardiovascular training.

**Wellness committee**

The RPD has a well-organized and robust wellness team that serves as the go-to place for officers in the department looking for information or services related to wellness and resiliency. Through the RPD’s relationship with SpecialtyHealth, the wellness team also assists with referrals of at-risk officers. Members of the wellness committee are trained to go over the advanced testing results with officers as well as to assist them with creating and implementing a plan to help them meet their overall wellness goals. This part of the program has proven to be invaluable, as police officers tend to be more comfortable talking to and taking guidance from “one of their own.”

In addition to its work with at-risk officers, the RPD wellness team also seeks to provide assistance and resources to advance wellness and resiliency throughout the entire department. Other programs and initiatives the RPD and its wellness team have implemented include:

- approved post-training that defines wellness certification for law enforcement and how wellness should be implemented;

- a quarterly newsletter that shares various types of wellness information, as well as an RPD Wellness Facebook page, which allows officers to network and share health-related information;

- a certification program for physical-fitness specialists in the community and police personnel who want to coach and supervise wellness;

- partnerships with local businesses to promote wellness culture within police departments: e.g., partnership with a local co-op allows officers to pick up a discounted healthy meal; they have also negotiated reduced membership discounts for local gyms;
an annual RPD wellness fair/clinic for officers and their families that includes speakers on the topics of nutrition, exercise, emotional survival, and sleep, as well as booths and other informational resources;

a ground defense course that uses jiu-jitsu training, which teaches officers techniques for separating themselves from an offender so they can use other non-lethal tools necessary for control; this training has been shown to reduce injuries to both officers and suspects during altercations.

Emotional survival

In 2002, Dr. Kevin Gilmartin observed in his book Emotional Survival for Law Enforcement that for police officers and first responders, their jobs can become the central and defining aspects of their lives. This can impact their lives and relationships outside of work; the officer or first responder may become physically and emotionally absent, causing strained marriages and families. Other issues that arise include alcohol and substance abuse and a decline in the officers’ physical health and wellness. Other research reports that the average suicide rate in the police profession is 18 per 100,000, second only to military personnel who average 20 per 100,000.

In an attempt to proactively address these potential issues, the RPD has partnered with Dr. Eric Potterat of the U.S. Naval Special Warfare Command. Potterat provides officers with training and techniques used by U.S. Navy Seals to increase their mental preparedness and their ability to handle the stresses related to the job. The RPD and Potterat share the view that law enforcement and the military require similar skill sets and training. Providing law enforcement officers with this type of mental preparedness training may go along well with improving officers’ quality of life, both at home and on the job.

In addition to mental preparedness training, the RPD has contracted with local psychological services to provide immediate interventions following traumatic events in the field, such as child homicides and heavy casualty events like the Reno air show disaster, which killed 11 people and injured 69 others.

Sleep

Sleep disorders are another area that can negatively impact officer wellness. In policing, shift work, lack of sleep, and adequate rest impact safety, performance, decision making, organizational risks, and the health of our men and women serving. The RPD has worked with Dr. Kirk Parsley, a nationally recognized expert in the field of sleep medicine. Parsley, a former member of the U.S. Naval Special Warfare Command, spent years working with service personnel, identifying disorders and recommending solutions. Some examples of acute sleep restriction performance changes can include increased hours of wakefulness, decreased libido, increased daytime hunger, decreased insulin sensitivity, and decreased executive functioning. Each of these negative outcomes can also result in increased risk of injury.

All of these outcomes from poor or reduced sleep can have a dramatic effect on an officer’s overall wellness as well as their ability to perform at peak level while on duty. As a result, the RPD seeks to
educate officers on the importance of sleep and the dramatic effects of sleep deprivation. Research indicates that police leaders and administrators would do well to consider sleep deprivation research when considering implementing new shift rotations, lengths of shifts within their departments, or both.  

Preliminary impact assessment and cost-benefit analysis

The RPD has expanded its relationship with SpecialtyHealth and has increased the number of officers who are given advanced screening and, for those deemed at risk, intervention through the partnership with SpecialtyHealth. The costs are covered by the department. Chief Pitts began funding this program through grants, but it is now included as a part of the departmental annual budget and allows for the selection of 15 officers per year to be added to the program. The cost is approximately $1,000 per officer and includes consultation, lab work, and follow-up.

Evidence suggests that the advanced screening and the follow-up intervention had not only probably saved or extended lives but also saved a significant amount of money. Of the 50 U.S. states, 37 are presumptive benefit states, meaning that if a public safety officer has a heart attack while employed for five years, the heart attack is presumed to be work-related and, therefore, is paid for under the employer’s workers compensation benefits. In these states, the employer is required to reserve funds to cover this expense. So, for the purposes of the Reno pilot program, it was noted that in 2012 Nevada employers were reserving $1.2 million to cover the medical and disability costs of a heart attack claim (that reserve is now $1.5 million per accepted heart claim because of escalating healthcare costs). Based on these estimates, the RPD can calculate that costs associated with a heart attack for medical retirement benefits and care in Nevada would have been $10.8 million for the nine high-risk officers. The preventative care costs for all 15 officers over 20 years are an estimated $505,560, representing a 20-to-1 return on investment for the program.

Replication

The RPD’s resiliency and wellness program is well-positioned to be broadly replicated in departments throughout the United States. As an outgrowth of the program in Reno, there are currently plans underway to run similar pilot programs in Kentucky, Hawaii, California, and Washington, D.C. SpecialtyHealth and the RPD have proposed a train-the-trainer approach for these agencies that will include certifications of select individuals within these police departments and will provide them with the tools and training needed to collect the necessary biometrics and assist with the identification of insulin resistance and other critical health issues. SpecialtyHealth will provide consultation for a risk assessment that will be done after bloodwork is completed at one of a network of labs that are easily accessible throughout the country. These agencies, as well as any future agencies that participate in the program, would be supported by local doctors and through a network of physicians working with SpecialtyHealth.
Conclusion

The growing health challenges facing our general population today, as a result of a rapid increase in type 2 diabetes, obesity, and heart disease, could be even more pronounced in our police and first responder communities. The RPD’s wellness and prevention program proactively addresses these issues in a manner that is comprehensive, cost-effective, and efficient. The program includes many components that contribute to its effectiveness, but the urgent issue of addressing insulin resistance early in an officer’s career is a central component of the program. Promoting and advocating for early and advanced screening of police and other first responders could go a long way toward reducing heart attack and type 2 diabetes and could also improve the overall ability of officers to perform their jobs to the best of their abilities.
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Summary and Recommendations

The four case studies included in this publication provide a small glimpse into the broader range of homegrown health, wellness, and safety programs that are likely operating in other law enforcement agencies nationwide. The programs examined here can potentially impact individual officer health, organizational wellness, and officer safety within a much broader context.

Unfortunately, with the exception of certain parts of the Reno Police Department’s program, rigorous process and impact evaluations of these initiatives, and other safety and wellness programs within law enforcement agencies in the United States, are few and far between. In the absence of carefully constructed and convincing evaluations that should include cost-benefit analyses, budget managers, politicians, and law enforcement leaders are reluctant to invest scarce law enforcement resources in untested health, safety, and wellness initiatives that may not yield immediately tangible benefits.

Nevertheless, these four case studies are useful for thinking through some of the programmatic options for reducing law enforcement deaths associated with heart attacks and other physical and psychological illnesses, as well as deaths and injuries linked to motor-vehicle collisions and other safety risks. The following set of recommendations is directly related to the experiences of the four agencies chronicled in this report:

**Summary:** On-duty exercise programs, similar to the program offered by the Boca Raton Police Department, may yield benefits over the life and career of an officer that exceed the costs associated with establishing such programs. Allowing officers to exercise for reasonable periods of time while on-duty or within the middle of a long shift can relieve stress, enhance health, build camaraderie, extend careers and overall lifespan, increase respect from citizens, and build and sustain an environment of healthy living within the organization. Importantly, allowing officers to exercise on duty should not reduce operational effectiveness and may enhance it in the long term.

**Recommendation:** Evaluation research is needed to evaluate the costs and benefits of these types of programs.

**Recommendation:** The proportion of departments with current on-duty exercise programs across the nation is unknown. However, inserting questions into the existing Law Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics survey or the Census of Law Enforcement Agencies conducted by the Bureau of Justice Statistics would provide a useful baseline estimate. A follow-up survey to determine what factors (costs, fear of abuse, liability, limited manpower, etc.) might inhibit departments from considering or developing on-duty exercise programs would be a useful next step. Examining and evaluating a broader range of exercise options (Crossfit, functional fitness, etc.) would also make sense.

**Summary:** The number of officers who are injured or killed as a result of motor-vehicle collisions is unacceptable and should be the primary focus of a sustained educational and cultural change effort. The Alive Arrive program in Prince George’s County, Maryland, provides one potential model, but there may be others.
**Recommendation:** Focused evaluation research on the strengths and weaknesses of existing traffic safety and collision prevention programs across a number of departments would provide the foundation for a national evidence-based effort that could be broadly replicated in a larger number of agencies.

**Recommendation:** Culturally, we need to develop credible evidence that can convince officers, including newly hired and more skeptical officers, that the safety hazards associated with not wearing a seatbelt clearly and exponentially outweigh the perceived safety concerns associated with buckling up each and every time they enter the patrol car.

**Summary:** In larger agencies, fully dedicating one or more sworn or non-sworn positions to health, safety, and wellness priorities and programs, consistent with the experience of Fairfax County, Virginia, would seem to represent a nominal investment in the lives and well-being of police officers. It is understandable that smaller agencies may not be financially positioned to do so, but perhaps consortiums of smaller agencies could share one of these positions.

**Recommendation:** Larger agencies could develop train-the-trainer programs, educational materials, conferences, and academy training courses that could promote cultural change and further prioritize the importance of health, safety, and wellness in law enforcement settings.

**Summary:** The organizational commitment to health and wellness at the Reno Police Department appears to be exceptional. The agency’s program also offers a strong, and perhaps cutting edge, example of merging organizational and officer health priorities with medical evidence and best practices.

**Recommendation:** Partnerships between law enforcement agencies and the medical field should be encouraged, replicated, and piloted in other sites and rigorously evaluated. Given what we know about the costs of losing officers to early retirement, heart attacks, and other illnesses associated with their profession and the corresponding costs of prevention programs, such investments may pay substantial dividends in the future.

**Summary:** Health, wellness, and safety are multidimensional issues. One of the patterns that became clear to us during our review of the literature is the extent of programmatic fragmentation in the way police agencies address these issues. What is clearly missing is a comprehensive, holistic framework or template that helps police agencies to organize their efforts and gauge their progress in tackling all of these issues. In the absence of this kind of holistic thinking, notes Chief Maggie DeBoard of the Herndon (Virginia) Police Department, agencies tend to focus on one or a handful of specific health, wellness, and safety concerns while largely ignoring others.

**Recommendation:** We see a need for the development of an overarching framework that helps police agencies structure their health and wellness efforts. Such a framework could lead to the development of an industry-wide culture of health, wellness, and safety that permeates every aspect of policing. The creation of such a framework would need to be coordinated at the national level and involve the leading experts on these issues. Such an effort could have a profound effect on policing.
Summary: A simple premise of the growing evidence-based policy movement is developing important policy decisions using the best available scientific evidence on what works and what does not work. Police leaders are increasingly exposed to this movement through evidence-based crime policy, which has significant implications for police operations. While much of the evidence-based policy movement in policing focuses outward on the effects of policies on communities, it can also be focused inward on the effects of policies on the people who work within police agencies. There is a small body of empirical research, primarily developed by occupational health specialists, on the effectiveness of programs meant to improve the health, safety, and wellness of police employees. While research is informative, it is insufficient in scope to provide police leaders with clear guidance in selecting evidence-based programs and policies to improve health, safety, and wellness in their own agencies.

Recommendation: Police agencies, researchers, and funding agencies should begin working together to develop a much more robust knowledge base on what works (and what doesn’t work) for improving police officer health, safety, and wellness. For programs that have already been implemented, designing retrospective impact evaluations often involves the use of “interrupted time series” designs using data over time (typically measured weekly, monthly, or quarterly) before and after the implementation of the program. While this type of evaluation design is not ideal, if conducted carefully it can allow for some reasonable inferences about program effects. Existing programs should be evaluated to determine whether they are working as intended. For new programs that have not yet been implemented, more rigorous impact evaluations can be designed from the outset, thus allowing for much stronger conclusions about the program’s effects. We see a particular need for randomized controlled trials (RCT) to evaluate these types of programs. There are many types of RCTs, but the most common approach would involve randomly selecting some officers to participate in the program and then compare them on certain outcome measures with officers not selected to participate.

Officer health, safety, and wellness are vital issues that deserve serious attention. In the evidence-based policing era, it is not sufficient to implement a program based on instinct and good intentions and then hope for the best. We see a strong need for police agencies, working together with researchers and funding agencies, to develop a culture of experimentation with regard to these vital issues. Establishing that culture of experimentation will require police leaders to insist on rigorous evaluations of these well-intentioned programs and initiatives. The results of these evaluations will not be used to punish program designers. The results will be used as feedback for adjusting, improving, or in some cases re-engineering or replacing these programs to increase their effectiveness.

The goal is not to produce a body of scientific evidence for its own sake but to develop an evidence base that police leaders can use to improve the health, safety, and wellness of police officers in the United States and beyond.
Appendix A. On-Site Interview Protocol

National Study of Police Officer Health, Wellness, and Safety

Semi-Systematic On-Site Interview Protocol

Name: __________________________

Position of Interviewee: __________________________

Part I: Officer Health and Wellness

Note: Questions 1–5 ask about initiatives to promote health and wellness in your agency. We use this phrase in its broadest sense to refer to the physical, emotional, occupational, social, intellectual, and spiritual health of police officers within your agency. (We address officer safety separately in part II of the survey.)

1. Please describe the various programs and policies available in your agency to promote health and wellness among police officers (cite literature, if available).

2. Thinking about the programs and policies you described in answering question 1, which ones do you believe have been the most effective in your agency? Please explain.

3. Which programs have been the least effective? Please explain.

4. What types of health and wellness programs or policies are you interested in implementing that are currently not available in your agency?

5. What lessons have you or others in your agency learned about how to promote health and wellness among police officers?

Part II: Officer Safety

6. Please describe the programs and policies available in your agency to promote safety among police officers.

* The following has been modified to match the style of this publication.
7. Thinking about the programs and policies you described in answering question 6, which ones have been the most effective in your agency? Explain why.

8. Which programs and policies have been the least effective, and what could be done to improve their effectiveness?

9. What types of programs or policies for promoting officer safety are you interested in implementing that are currently not available in your agency?

10. What lessons have you or others in your agency learned about how to promote officer safety?

Part III: Organizational Commitment to Health, Wellness, and Safety

11. Are employee health, wellness, and safety considered core values in your agency? If so, can you provide documentation to support this? If not, why not?

12. Has the leadership at your agency made health, wellness, and safety an organizational priority? If so, how have they done so? If not, why is this not a priority?

13. Are there protocols in place or data collection processes available that allow the agency to continuously assess and monitor health, wellness, and safety initiatives and their effectiveness? Explain.

14. Has your agency had any health and wellness or safety campaigns in the past that were used to promote health, wellness, and safety? If so, what events or ideas triggered those campaigns?

15. Does your agency conduct surveys or collect information on employees to determine their commitment to health, wellness, and safety and to identify needs for additional programs? If so, can we obtain the results?

16. Are employees given time off or provided paid time to devote to health and wellness? If yes, explain how.
17. Are employees held accountable when they do not meet health and wellness objectives or fail to follow safety protocols that have been established (e.g., wearing seat belts, maintaining safe speeds during pursuits)? Explain with specific examples.

18. Does your agency have a wellness manager, team, or committee?

19. Does your agency have written goals or objectives for officer health or wellness?

20. Does your agency maintain a culture of health and wellness?

21. Here is a list of possible safety and wellness programs that your department has instituted (check them off ahead of the visit and verify them on site):
   - Preventable crashes campaign
   - Physical fitness programs
   - Suicide prevention program
   - Mandatory body armor initiative
   - Chronic disease prevention and management
   - Nutrition
   - Substance abuse prevention
   - Tobacco use prevention
   - Physical exercise
   - Injury prevention
   - Stress management
   - Weight management
   - Cholesterol reduction
   - On-site health screening
   - Hypertension management
   - Driver safety

22. Within this list of programs, which one program at your agency would you recommend be replicated in other departments around the country? Explain.

23. What steps would you recommend for taking this local program and expanding it, sharing it, replicating it, or broadening it so that it becomes part of the national culture of wellness and safety in law enforcement? What resources would be required?
Appendix B. Reno Police Department Case Studies

The following case studies are taken from the Reno Police Department’s initial work with SpecialtyHealth and help demonstrate the dramatic impact that the testing and interventions described in this report can have on officer health and diagnosis.

Case one

This case is a six-year follow up on a 52-year-old police officer. He lost 40 pounds (17 percent of his weight and 5 inches around the middle) and corrected almost all of his numbers, including four of the markers that diagnosed him with metabolic syndrome. He went from having five out of five metabolic markers to only one out of five. His overall risk dropped precipitously, and his triglycerides went from 270 to 38. These results were achieved by the same basic approach that was used in case two, but a more aggressive approach was used with the pharmaceuticals. The corrections are sustainable.

Figure B1. Before intervention

Source: SpecialtyHealth, Inc., all rights reserved, June 2012.
Figure B2. After intervention

Source: SpecialtyHealth, Inc., all rights reserved, June 2012.

Figure B3. Summary of the intervention’s impact

Source: SpecialtyHealth, Inc., all rights reserved, June 2012.
Case two

This case is that of a highly motivated 33-year-old police officer who, over a four-month period, had a spectacular reversal of insulin resistance. This was accomplished with a low-carb diet, exercise, a 12-pound weight loss, and medication (a generic statin costing only $10 every three months). The particle number (LDL-P) dropped more than 1,200 points (54 percent) to ideal levels.

Figure B4. Before intervention

Source: SpecialtyHealth, Inc., all rights reserved, June 2012.
Figure B5. After intervention
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Source: SpecialtyHealth, Inc., all rights reserved, June 2012.

Figure B6. Summary of the intervention’s impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2/1/11 BEFORE</th>
<th>6/6/11 AFTER</th>
<th>4 MONTH RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-P</td>
<td>2231</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-P</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-C</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRYGLICERIDES</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSULIN RESISTANCE SCORE</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SpecialtyHealth, Inc., all rights reserved, June 2012.
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About the COPS Office

The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office) is the component of the U.S. Department of Justice responsible for advancing the practice of community policing by the nation’s state, local, territorial, and tribal law enforcement agencies through information and grant resources.

Community policing begins with a commitment to building trust and mutual respect between police and communities. It supports public safety by encouraging all stakeholders to work together to address our nation’s crime challenges. When police and communities collaborate, they more effectively address underlying issues, change negative behavioral patterns, and allocate resources.

Rather than simply responding to crime, community policing focuses on preventing it through strategic problem solving approaches based on collaboration. The COPS Office awards grants to hire community police and support the development and testing of innovative policing strategies. COPS Office funding also provides training and technical assistance to community members and local government leaders, as well as all levels of law enforcement.

Another source of COPS Office assistance is the Collaborative Reform Initiative for Technical Assistance (CRI-TA). Developed to advance community policing and ensure constitutional practices, CRI-TA is an independent, objective process for organizational transformation. It provides recommendations based on expert analysis of policies, practices, training, tactics, and accountability methods related to issues of concern.

Since 1994, the COPS Office has invested more than $14 billion to add community policing officers to the nation’s streets, enhance crime fighting technology, support crime prevention initiatives, and provide training and technical assistance to help advance community policing.

- To date, the COPS Office has funded the hiring of approximately 125,000 additional officers by more than 13,000 of the nation’s 18,000 law enforcement agencies in both small and large jurisdictions.
- Nearly 700,000 law enforcement personnel, community members, and government leaders have been trained through COPS Office-funded training organizations.
- To date, the COPS Office has distributed more than eight million topic-specific publications, training curricula, white papers, and resource CDs.
- The COPS Office also sponsors conferences, roundtables, and other forums focused on issues critical to law enforcement.

The COPS Office information resources, covering a wide range of community policing topics—from school and campus safety to gang violence—can be downloaded at www.cops.usdoj.gov. This website is also the grant application portal, providing access to online application forms.
In this publication, the Major Cities Chiefs Association and the U.S. Department of Justice’s Officer Safety and Wellness (OSW) Group present four recent case studies that serve as models for safety, health, and wellness programs focused on the physical and psychological health of officers. The OSW Group conducted site visits, assessed programs, and questioned participants to identify practical strategies for reducing the incidence of diabetes, promoting physical fitness, providing rehabilitation services, and addressing other health issues.